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Abstract
Abstractive summarization models are typi-
cally pre-trained on large amounts of generic
texts, then fine-tuned on tens or hundreds
of thousands of annotated samples. How-
ever, in opinion summarization, large anno-
tated datasets of reviews paired with reference
summaries are not available and would be ex-
pensive to create. This calls for fine-tuning
methods robust to overfitting on small datasets.
In addition, generically pre-trained models are
often not accustomed to the specifics of cus-
tomer reviews and, after fine-tuning, yield
summaries with disfluencies and semantic mis-
takes. To address these problems, we uti-
lize an efficient few-shot method based on
adapters which, as we show, can easily store
in-domain knowledge. Instead of fine-tuning
the entire model, we add adapters and pre-
train them in a task-specific way on a large
corpus of unannotated customer reviews, using
held-out reviews as pseudo summaries. Then,
fine-tune the adapters on the small available
human-annotated dataset. We show that this
self-supervised adapter pre-training improves
summary quality over standard fine-tuning by
2.0 and 1.3 ROUGE-L points on the Amazon
and Yelp datasets, respectively. Finally, for
summary personalization, we condition on as-
pect keyword queries, automatically created
from generic datasets. In the same vein, we
pre-train the adapters in a query-based man-
ner on customer reviews and then fine-tune
them on annotated datasets. This results in
better-organized summary content reflected in
improved coherence and fewer redundancies.

1 Introduction

Online reviews play an important role in purchas-
ing decisions we make. They inform us about cus-
tomer experiences – what aspects users like and
dislike, and ultimately, whether a product or ser-
vice is worth buying. Although significant progress
has been made in supervised summarization in non-
subjective single-document context, such as news

articles (Rush et al., 2015; Nallapati et al., 2016;
See et al., 2017; Bražinskas et al., 2021b), mod-
ern deep learning methods rely on large amounts
of annotated data, but these are not readily avail-
able in the review or opinion summarization do-
main and are expensive to produce. A key obstacle
making such annotation expensive is that annota-
tors need to consider multiple texts when writing a
summary, which can be tens or even hundreds for
realistic settings. Hence, most available datasets
have human-written summaries for less than 100
products.

The lack of sufficiently large annotated datasets
led to a variety of unsupervised abstractive models
(e.g., COPYCAT (Bražinskas et al., 2020b), MEAN-
SUM (Chu and Liu, 2019); DENOISESUM (Am-
playo and Lapata, 2020)) that are trained on large
collections of unannotated customer reviews. How-
ever, as the models are never exposed to actual sum-
maries, they cannot capture their expected charac-
teristics. This results in generated summaries mim-
icking the informal style of customer reviews and
containing hallucinations and unimportant details.
These limitations were addressed by few-shot meth-
ods learning from a handful of human-written sum-
maries. (Bražinskas et al., 2020a; Oved and Levy,
2021). The first proposed few-shot learning model,
FEWSUM (Bražinskas et al., 2020a), relies on var-
ious static features capturing differences between
a customer review and a summary. While that
model is more robust to overfitting, such features
require manual, domain-specific engineering and
can be sub-optimal for capturing correspondences
between texts on the semantic level. We propose a
simpler approach – ADASUM – which is based on
adapters (Houlsby et al., 2019; Bapna et al., 2019).
As we explain next, the adapters are pre-trained
on customer reviews in a task-specific manner, and
subsequently fine-tuned on gold summaries.

Adapters. We utilize a pre-trained model with
powerful language understanding and generation
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<latexit sha1_base64="BwG27/ScGrRInOnBw24tNlaPpGE=">AAAB73icbVDLSgNBEOyJrxhfUY9eBoOQU9gN+DgGPOgxgnnAZgmzk9lkyOzsOjMrhCV+hBcPinj1d7z5N06SPWhiQUNR1U13V5AIro3jfKPC2vrG5lZxu7Szu7d/UD48aus4VZS1aCxi1Q2IZoJL1jLcCNZNFCNRIFgnGF/P/M4jU5rH8t5MEuZHZCh5yCkxVup67oXzdBP4/XLFqTlz4FXi5qQCOZr98ldvENM0YtJQQbT2XCcxfkaU4VSwaamXapYQOiZD5lkqScS0n83vneIzqwxwGCtb0uC5+nsiI5HWkyiwnRExI73szcT/PC814ZWfcZmkhkm6WBSmApsYz57HA64YNWJiCaGK21sxHRFFqLERlWwI7vLLq6Rdr7nnNeeuXmlU8ziKcAKnUAUXLqEBt9CEFlAQ8Ayv8IYe0At6Rx+L1gLKZ47hD9DnD+6Ojyg=</latexit>

[160 Gb]
<latexit sha1_base64="BwG27/ScGrRInOnBw24tNlaPpGE=">AAAB73icbVDLSgNBEOyJrxhfUY9eBoOQU9gN+DgGPOgxgnnAZgmzk9lkyOzsOjMrhCV+hBcPinj1d7z5N06SPWhiQUNR1U13V5AIro3jfKPC2vrG5lZxu7Szu7d/UD48aus4VZS1aCxi1Q2IZoJL1jLcCNZNFCNRIFgnGF/P/M4jU5rH8t5MEuZHZCh5yCkxVup67oXzdBP4/XLFqTlz4FXi5qQCOZr98ldvENM0YtJQQbT2XCcxfkaU4VSwaamXapYQOiZD5lkqScS0n83vneIzqwxwGCtb0uC5+nsiI5HWkyiwnRExI73szcT/PC814ZWfcZmkhkm6WBSmApsYz57HA64YNWJiCaGK21sxHRFFqLERlWwI7vLLq6Rdr7nnNeeuXmlU8ziKcAKnUAUXLqEBt9CEFlAQ8Ayv8IYe0At6Rx+L1gLKZ47hD9DnD+6Ojyg=</latexit>

[160 Gb]

<latexit sha1_base64="f83g2lQ9Clsjv/EDpbeECJVrCdY=">AAAB9HicbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aOXxSp4KklB9Fjw4rGC/YA2lM120i7dbOLupFhCf4cXD4p49cd489+4bXPQ1gcDj/dmmJkXJFIYdN1vZ219Y3Nru7BT3N3bPzgsHR03TZxqDg0ey1i3A2ZACgUNFCihnWhgUSChFYxuZ35rDNqIWD3gJAE/YgMlQsEZWskfgAItOEV4QtMrld2KOwddJV5OyiRHvVf66vZjnkagkEtmTMdzE/QzplFwCdNiNzWQMD5iA+hYqlgExs/mR0/phVX6NIy1LYV0rv6eyFhkzCQKbGfEcGiWvZn4n9dJMbzxM6GSFEHxxaIwlRRjOkuA9oUGjnJiCeNa2FspHzLNONqcijYEb/nlVdKsVryrintfLdfO8zgK5JSckUvikWtSI3ekThqEk0fyTF7JmzN2Xpx352PRuubkMyfkD5zPH+bckhU=</latexit>

generic texts
<latexit sha1_base64="f83g2lQ9Clsjv/EDpbeECJVrCdY=">AAAB9HicbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aOXxSp4KklB9Fjw4rGC/YA2lM120i7dbOLupFhCf4cXD4p49cd489+4bXPQ1gcDj/dmmJkXJFIYdN1vZ219Y3Nru7BT3N3bPzgsHR03TZxqDg0ey1i3A2ZACgUNFCihnWhgUSChFYxuZ35rDNqIWD3gJAE/YgMlQsEZWskfgAItOEV4QtMrld2KOwddJV5OyiRHvVf66vZjnkagkEtmTMdzE/QzplFwCdNiNzWQMD5iA+hYqlgExs/mR0/phVX6NIy1LYV0rv6eyFhkzCQKbGfEcGiWvZn4n9dJMbzxM6GSFEHxxaIwlRRjOkuA9oUGjnJiCeNa2FspHzLNONqcijYEb/nlVdKsVryrintfLdfO8zgK5JSckUvikWtSI3ekThqEk0fyTF7JmzN2Xpx352PRuubkMyfkD5zPH+bckhU=</latexit>

generic texts

…

<latexit sha1_base64="JiuhMyI1PGCpZ2YWJKdTqBuPg6A=">AAAB/XicbVDLSgMxFL3js9bX+Ni5CRahG8tMQXRZcKHLCvYB7VAy6W0bmskMSUaopfgrblwo4tb/cOffmLaz0NYDgcM593BvTpgIro3nfTsrq2vrG5u5rfz2zu7evntwWNdxqhjWWCxi1QypRsEl1gw3ApuJQhqFAhvh8HrqNx5QaR7LezNKMIhoX/IeZ9RYqeMe36BExRmxqXOjKJdc9jtuwSt5M5Bl4mekABmqHfer3Y1ZGqE0TFCtW76XmGBMleFM4CTfTjUmlA1pH1uWShqhDsaz6yfkzCpd0ouVfdKQmfo7MaaR1qMotJMRNQO96E3F/7xWanpXwZjLJDUo2XxRLxXExGRaBelyhcyIkSWUKW5vJWxAFWXGFpa3JfiLX14m9XLJvyh5d+VCpZjVkYMTOIUi+HAJFbiFKtSAwSM8wyu8OU/Oi/PufMxHV5wscwR/4Hz+AEn0lQg=</latexit>

Generic pre-training
<latexit sha1_base64="JiuhMyI1PGCpZ2YWJKdTqBuPg6A=">AAAB/XicbVDLSgMxFL3js9bX+Ni5CRahG8tMQXRZcKHLCvYB7VAy6W0bmskMSUaopfgrblwo4tb/cOffmLaz0NYDgcM593BvTpgIro3nfTsrq2vrG5u5rfz2zu7evntwWNdxqhjWWCxi1QypRsEl1gw3ApuJQhqFAhvh8HrqNx5QaR7LezNKMIhoX/IeZ9RYqeMe36BExRmxqXOjKJdc9jtuwSt5M5Bl4mekABmqHfer3Y1ZGqE0TFCtW76XmGBMleFM4CTfTjUmlA1pH1uWShqhDsaz6yfkzCpd0ouVfdKQmfo7MaaR1qMotJMRNQO96E3F/7xWanpXwZjLJDUo2XxRLxXExGRaBelyhcyIkSWUKW5vJWxAFWXGFpa3JfiLX14m9XLJvyh5d+VCpZjVkYMTOIUi+HAJFbiFKtSAwSM8wyu8OU/Oi/PufMxHV5wscwR/4Hz+AEn0lQg=</latexit>

Generic pre-training

<latexit sha1_base64="rmJwKcDGeDuypo2owXBUDW/dIFY=">AAAB8XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoOQU9gNiB4DgniMYB6YLGF2djYZMo9lZlYIIX/hxYMiXv0bb/6Nk2QPmljQUFR1090VpZwZ6/vfXmFjc2t7p7hb2ts/ODwqH5+0jco0oS2iuNLdCBvKmaQtyyyn3VRTLCJOO9H4Zu53nqg2TMkHO0lpKPBQsoQRbJ30eJtxjoSKKR+UK37NXwCtkyAnFcjRHJS/+rEimaDSEo6N6QV+asMp1pYRTmelfmZoiskYD2nPUYkFNeF0cfEMXTglRonSrqRFC/X3xBQLYyYicp0C25FZ9ebif14vs8l1OGUyzSyVZLkoyTiyCs3fRzHTlFg+cQQTzdytiIywxsS6kEouhGD15XXSrteCy5p/X680qnkcRTiDc6hCAFfQgDtoQgsISHiGV3jzjPfivXsfy9aCl8+cwh94nz87ZpCK</latexit>

Full model
<latexit sha1_base64="rmJwKcDGeDuypo2owXBUDW/dIFY=">AAAB8XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoOQU9gNiB4DgniMYB6YLGF2djYZMo9lZlYIIX/hxYMiXv0bb/6Nk2QPmljQUFR1090VpZwZ6/vfXmFjc2t7p7hb2ts/ODwqH5+0jco0oS2iuNLdCBvKmaQtyyyn3VRTLCJOO9H4Zu53nqg2TMkHO0lpKPBQsoQRbJ30eJtxjoSKKR+UK37NXwCtkyAnFcjRHJS/+rEimaDSEo6N6QV+asMp1pYRTmelfmZoiskYD2nPUYkFNeF0cfEMXTglRonSrqRFC/X3xBQLYyYicp0C25FZ9ebif14vs8l1OGUyzSyVZLkoyTiyCs3fRzHTlFg+cQQTzdytiIywxsS6kEouhGD15XXSrteCy5p/X680qnkcRTiDc6hCAFfQgDtoQgsISHiGV3jzjPfivXsfy9aCl8+cwh94nz87ZpCK</latexit>

Full model
<latexit sha1_base64="u3O1qYslpErp2dAEPRZfQdHem74=">AAAB83icbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CdZCvZRsUfRY8OJFqGA/oLuUbJptQ7PZJckKpdSf4cWDIl79M978N6btHrT1wcDjvRlm5gWJ4Npg/O3k1tY3Nrfy24Wd3b39g+LhUUvHqaKsSWMRq05ANBNcsqbhRrBOohiJAsHawehm5rcfmdI8lg9mnDA/IgPJQ06JsZJ3gfHdU8XF2Cuf94olXMVzoFXiZqQEGRq94pfXj2kaMWmoIFp3XZwYf0KU4VSwacFLNUsIHZEB61oqScS0P5nfPEVlq/RRGCtb0qC5+ntiQiKtx1FgOyNihnrZm4n/ed3UhNf+hMskNUzSxaIwFcjEaBYA6nPFqBFjSwhV3N6K6JAoQo2NqWBDcJdfXiWtWtW9rOL7Wql+lsWRhxM4hQq4cAV1uIUGNIFCAs/wCm9O6rw4787HojXnZDPH8AfO5w/8So+Y</latexit>

400M (100%)
<latexit sha1_base64="u3O1qYslpErp2dAEPRZfQdHem74=">AAAB83icbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CdZCvZRsUfRY8OJFqGA/oLuUbJptQ7PZJckKpdSf4cWDIl79M978N6btHrT1wcDjvRlm5gWJ4Npg/O3k1tY3Nrfy24Wd3b39g+LhUUvHqaKsSWMRq05ANBNcsqbhRrBOohiJAsHawehm5rcfmdI8lg9mnDA/IgPJQ06JsZJ3gfHdU8XF2Cuf94olXMVzoFXiZqQEGRq94pfXj2kaMWmoIFp3XZwYf0KU4VSwacFLNUsIHZEB61oqScS0P5nfPEVlq/RRGCtb0qC5+ntiQiKtx1FgOyNihnrZm4n/ed3UhNf+hMskNUzSxaIwFcjEaBYA6nPFqBFjSwhV3N6K6JAoQo2NqWBDcJdfXiWtWtW9rOL7Wql+lsWRhxM4hQq4cAV1uIUGNIFCAs/wCm9O6rw4787HojXnZDPH8AfO5w/8So+Y</latexit>

400M (100%)

<latexit sha1_base64="lhI0yCdxFWL5X/9rDUbdXnYQiy8=">AAAB7nicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRahp7JbkHosePFY0X5Au5Rsmm1Ds9klmRXK0h/hxYMiXv093vw3pu0etPVB4PHezGTmBYkUBl332ylsbe/s7hX3SweHR8cn5dOzjolTzXibxTLWvYAaLoXibRQoeS/RnEaB5N1gervwu09cGxGrR5wl3I/oWIlQMIpW6j4gHXPiDcsVt+YuQTaJl5MK5GgNy1+DUczSiCtkkhrT99wE/YxqFEzyeWmQGp5QNrXT+5YqGnHjZ8t15+TKKiMSxto+hWSp/u7IaGTMLApsZURxYta9hfif108xvPEzoZIUuWKrj8JUEozJ4nYyEpozlDNLKNPC7krYhGrK0CZUsiF46ydvkk695l3X3Pt6pVnN4yjCBVxCFTxoQBPuoAVtYDCFZ3iFNydxXpx352NVWnDynnP4A+fzB39Yju0=</latexit>

Stage 1
<latexit sha1_base64="lhI0yCdxFWL5X/9rDUbdXnYQiy8=">AAAB7nicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRahp7JbkHosePFY0X5Au5Rsmm1Ds9klmRXK0h/hxYMiXv093vw3pu0etPVB4PHezGTmBYkUBl332ylsbe/s7hX3SweHR8cn5dOzjolTzXibxTLWvYAaLoXibRQoeS/RnEaB5N1gervwu09cGxGrR5wl3I/oWIlQMIpW6j4gHXPiDcsVt+YuQTaJl5MK5GgNy1+DUczSiCtkkhrT99wE/YxqFEzyeWmQGp5QNrXT+5YqGnHjZ8t15+TKKiMSxto+hWSp/u7IaGTMLApsZURxYta9hfif108xvPEzoZIUuWKrj8JUEozJ4nYyEpozlDNLKNPC7krYhGrK0CZUsiF46ydvkk695l3X3Pt6pVnN4yjCBVxCFTxoQBPuoAVtYDCFZ3iFNydxXpx352NVWnDynnP4A+fzB39Yju0=</latexit>

Stage 1

<latexit sha1_base64="qz0U21dIw5fs3dqQlzGGifjUBbg=">AAAB73icbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRahp5KtiB4LXrwIFewHbJeSTbNtaDa7JlmhLPVHePGgiFf/jjf/jWm7B219MPB4b4aZeUEiuDYYfzuFtfWNza3idmlnd2//oHx41NZxqihr0VjEqhsQzQSXrGW4EaybKEaiQLBOML6e+Z1HpjSP5b2ZJMyPyFDykFNirNT16uf46Tbw++UKruE50Cpxc1KBHM1++as3iGkaMWmoIFp7Lk6MnxFlOBVsWuqlmiWEjsmQeZZKEjHtZ/N7p+jMKgMUxsqWNGiu/p7ISKT1JApsZ0TMSC97M/E/z0tNeOVnXCapYZIuFoWpQCZGs+fRgCtGjZhYQqji9lZER0QRamxEJRuCu/zyKmnXa+5FDd/VK41qHkcRTuAUquDCJTTgBprQAgoCnuEV3pwH58V5dz4WrQUnnzmGP3A+fwD0oY8s</latexit>

[230 Mb]
<latexit sha1_base64="qz0U21dIw5fs3dqQlzGGifjUBbg=">AAAB73icbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRahp5KtiB4LXrwIFewHbJeSTbNtaDa7JlmhLPVHePGgiFf/jjf/jWm7B219MPB4b4aZeUEiuDYYfzuFtfWNza3idmlnd2//oHx41NZxqihr0VjEqhsQzQSXrGW4EaybKEaiQLBOML6e+Z1HpjSP5b2ZJMyPyFDykFNirNT16uf46Tbw++UKruE50Cpxc1KBHM1++as3iGkaMWmoIFp7Lk6MnxFlOBVsWuqlmiWEjsmQeZZKEjHtZ/N7p+jMKgMUxsqWNGiu/p7ISKT1JApsZ0TMSC97M/E/z0tNeOVnXCapYZIuFoWpQCZGs+fRgCtGjZhYQqji9lZER0QRamxEJRuCu/zyKmnXa+5FDd/VK41qHkcRTuAUquDCJTTgBprQAgoCnuEV3pwH58V5dz4WrQUnnzmGP3A+fwD0oY8s</latexit>

[230 Mb]

<latexit sha1_base64="fvShbK+LAgB4fspz4Pg37zE+dZM=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LFbBU0kKoseCF48V7Ae0oWy2k3bpZhN2N5US+iO8eFDEq7/Hm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikpeNUMWyyWMSqE1CNgktsGm4EdhKFNAoEtoPx3dxvT1BpHstHM03Qj+hQ8pAzaqzUVjjh+KT75YpbdRcg68TLSQVyNPrlr94gZmmE0jBBte56bmL8jCrDmcBZqZdqTCgb0yF2LZU0Qu1ni3Nn5NIqAxLGypY0ZKH+nshopPU0CmxnRM1Ir3pz8T+vm5rw1s+4TFKDki0XhakgJibz38mAK2RGTC2hTHF7K2EjqigzNqGSDcFbfXmdtGpV77rqPtQq9Ys8jiKcwTlcgQc3UId7aEATGIzhGV7hzUmcF+fd+Vi2Fpx85hT+wPn8AaJTj6k=</latexit>

reviews
<latexit sha1_base64="fvShbK+LAgB4fspz4Pg37zE+dZM=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LFbBU0kKoseCF48V7Ae0oWy2k3bpZhN2N5US+iO8eFDEq7/Hm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikpeNUMWyyWMSqE1CNgktsGm4EdhKFNAoEtoPx3dxvT1BpHstHM03Qj+hQ8pAzaqzUVjjh+KT75YpbdRcg68TLSQVyNPrlr94gZmmE0jBBte56bmL8jCrDmcBZqZdqTCgb0yF2LZU0Qu1ni3Nn5NIqAxLGypY0ZKH+nshopPU0CmxnRM1Ir3pz8T+vm5rw1s+4TFKDki0XhakgJibz38mAK2RGTC2hTHF7K2EjqigzNqGSDcFbfXmdtGpV77rqPtQq9Ys8jiKcwTlcgQc3UId7aEATGIzhGV7hzUmcF+fd+Vi2Fpx85hT+wPn8AaJTj6k=</latexit>

reviews
<latexit sha1_base64="wNOUlPxOOq1VAsi0ngsy8gInaKQ=">AAAB8nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBqPgKewGRI8BLx4jmAckS5idnU2GzOws8xDCks/w4kERr36NN//GSbIHTSxoKKq66e6KMs608f1vr7SxubW9U96t7O0fHB5Vj086WlpFaJtILlUvwppyltK2YYbTXqYoFhGn3WhyN/e7T1RpJtNHM81oKPAoZQkj2Dipn2lqY4m0FWJYrfl1fwG0ToKC1KBAa1j9GsSSWEFTQzjWuh/4mQlzrAwjnM4qA6tphskEj2jf0RQLqsN8cfIMXTolRolUrlKDFurviRwLracicp0Cm7Fe9ebif17fmuQ2zFmaWUNTslyUWI6MRPP/UcwUJYZPHcFEMXcrImOsMDEupYoLIVh9eZ10GvXguu4/NGrNiyKOMpzBOVxBADfQhHtoQRsISHiGV3jzjPfivXsfy9aSV8ycwh94nz9tAJE+</latexit>

pseudo summ
<latexit sha1_base64="wNOUlPxOOq1VAsi0ngsy8gInaKQ=">AAAB8nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBqPgKewGRI8BLx4jmAckS5idnU2GzOws8xDCks/w4kERr36NN//GSbIHTSxoKKq66e6KMs608f1vr7SxubW9U96t7O0fHB5Vj086WlpFaJtILlUvwppyltK2YYbTXqYoFhGn3WhyN/e7T1RpJtNHM81oKPAoZQkj2Dipn2lqY4m0FWJYrfl1fwG0ToKC1KBAa1j9GsSSWEFTQzjWuh/4mQlzrAwjnM4qA6tphskEj2jf0RQLqsN8cfIMXTolRolUrlKDFurviRwLracicp0Cm7Fe9ebif17fmuQ2zFmaWUNTslyUWI6MRPP/UcwUJYZPHcFEMXcrImOsMDEupYoLIVh9eZ10GvXguu4/NGrNiyKOMpzBOVxBADfQhHtoQRsISHiGV3jzjPfivXsfy9aSV8ycwh94nz9tAJE+</latexit>

pseudo summ

<latexit sha1_base64="1bXUjEOo7nJtckiPS3wv2TPVH2Y=">AAACA3icbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUTttBoOQJmE3IFoGbCwsIphESJYwO7lJhszOLjN3A2EJ2PgrNhaK2PoTdv6Nk0ehiQcuHM65h5l7glgKg6777WTW1jc2t7LbuZ3dvf2D/OFRw0SJ5lDnkYz0Q8AMSKGgjgIlPMQaWBhIaAbD66nfHIE2IlL3OI7BD1lfiZ7gDK3UyZ/cAhtBKVJ2EqQ2W0LNhBKq38kX3LI7A10l3oIUyAK1Tv6r3Y14EoJCLpkxLc+N0U+ZRsElTHLtxEDM+JD1oWWpYiEYP53dMKHnVunSXqTtKKQz9XciZaEx4zCwmyHDgVn2puJ/XivB3pWfChUnCIrPH+olkmJEp4XQrtDAUY4tYVwL+1fKB0wzjra2nC3BWz55lTQqZe+i7N5VCtXioo4sOSVnpEg8ckmq5IbUSJ1w8kieySt5c56cF+fd+ZivZpxF5pj8gfP5A5g5l2g=</latexit>

Leave-one-out pre-training
<latexit sha1_base64="1bXUjEOo7nJtckiPS3wv2TPVH2Y=">AAACA3icbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUTttBoOQJmE3IFoGbCwsIphESJYwO7lJhszOLjN3A2EJ2PgrNhaK2PoTdv6Nk0ehiQcuHM65h5l7glgKg6777WTW1jc2t7LbuZ3dvf2D/OFRw0SJ5lDnkYz0Q8AMSKGgjgIlPMQaWBhIaAbD66nfHIE2IlL3OI7BD1lfiZ7gDK3UyZ/cAhtBKVJ2EqQ2W0LNhBKq38kX3LI7A10l3oIUyAK1Tv6r3Y14EoJCLpkxLc+N0U+ZRsElTHLtxEDM+JD1oWWpYiEYP53dMKHnVunSXqTtKKQz9XciZaEx4zCwmyHDgVn2puJ/XivB3pWfChUnCIrPH+olkmJEp4XQrtDAUY4tYVwL+1fKB0wzjra2nC3BWz55lTQqZe+i7N5VCtXioo4sOSVnpEg8ckmq5IbUSJ1w8kieySt5c56cF+fd+ZivZpxF5pj8gfP5A5g5l2g=</latexit>

Leave-one-out pre-training

<latexit sha1_base64="Uf4uKsZCe7oeIlRV4vPlxl0wwP0=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ2tX7V+VT16WSxCTyUpiB4rXjxWsB/QhrLZbNqlm03c3Qgl9E948aCIV/+ON/+NmzYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5fiK4No7zjUobm1vbO+Xdyt7+weFR9fikq+NUUdahsYhV3yeaCS5Zx3AjWD9RjES+YD1/epv7vSemNI/lg5klzIvIWPKQU2Ks1L8JSGKsParWnIazAF4nbkFqUKA9qn4Ng5imEZOGCqL1wHUS42VEGU4Fm1eGqWYJoVMyZgNLJYmY9rLFvXN8YZUAh7GyJQ1eqL8nMhJpPYt82xkRM9GrXi7+5w1SE157GZdJapiky0VhKrCJcf48Drhi1IiZJYQqbm/FdEIUoXkGFRuCu/ryOuk2G+5lw7lv1lr1Io4ynME51MGFK2jBHbShAxQEPMMrvKFH9ILe0ceytYSKmVP4A/T5AxElj+Y=</latexit>

Adapters
<latexit sha1_base64="Uf4uKsZCe7oeIlRV4vPlxl0wwP0=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ2tX7V+VT16WSxCTyUpiB4rXjxWsB/QhrLZbNqlm03c3Qgl9E948aCIV/+ON/+NmzYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5fiK4No7zjUobm1vbO+Xdyt7+weFR9fikq+NUUdahsYhV3yeaCS5Zx3AjWD9RjES+YD1/epv7vSemNI/lg5klzIvIWPKQU2Ks1L8JSGKsParWnIazAF4nbkFqUKA9qn4Ng5imEZOGCqL1wHUS42VEGU4Fm1eGqWYJoVMyZgNLJYmY9rLFvXN8YZUAh7GyJQ1eqL8nMhJpPYt82xkRM9GrXi7+5w1SE157GZdJapiky0VhKrCJcf48Drhi1IiZJYQqbm/FdEIUoXkGFRuCu/ryOuk2G+5lw7lv1lr1Io4ynME51MGFK2jBHbShAxQEPMMrvKFH9ILe0ceytYSKmVP4A/T5AxElj+Y=</latexit>

Adapters
<latexit sha1_base64="4rnp1FlzNTn63xv/EjuWiskbpHc=">AAAB8HicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CdZCvZTdQtFjwYsXoYJtlXYp2TTbhibZJckKZal/wosHRbz6c7z5b0zbPWjrg4HHezPMzAtizrRx3W8nt7a+sbmV3y7s7O7tHxQPj9o6ShShLRLxSN0HWFPOJG0ZZji9jxXFIuC0E4yvZn7nkSrNInlnJjH1BR5KFjKCjZUeat7NU6XeK5/3iyW36s6BVomXkRJkaPaLX71BRBJBpSEca9313Nj4KVaGEU6nhV6iaYzJGA9p11KJBdV+Oj94ispWGaAwUrakQXP190SKhdYTEdhOgc1IL3sz8T+vm5jw0k+ZjBNDJVksChOOTIRm36MBU5QYPrEEE8XsrYiMsMLE2IwKNgRv+eVV0q5VvXrVva2VGmdZHHk4gVOogAcX0IBraEILCAh4hld4c5Tz4rw7H4vWnJPNHMMfOJ8/sTSO7Q==</latexit>

21M (5%)
<latexit sha1_base64="4rnp1FlzNTn63xv/EjuWiskbpHc=">AAAB8HicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CdZCvZTdQtFjwYsXoYJtlXYp2TTbhibZJckKZal/wosHRbz6c7z5b0zbPWjrg4HHezPMzAtizrRx3W8nt7a+sbmV3y7s7O7tHxQPj9o6ShShLRLxSN0HWFPOJG0ZZji9jxXFIuC0E4yvZn7nkSrNInlnJjH1BR5KFjKCjZUeat7NU6XeK5/3iyW36s6BVomXkRJkaPaLX71BRBJBpSEca9313Nj4KVaGEU6nhV6iaYzJGA9p11KJBdV+Oj94ispWGaAwUrakQXP190SKhdYTEdhOgc1IL3sz8T+vm5jw0k+ZjBNDJVksChOOTIRm36MBU5QYPrEEE8XsrYiMsMLE2IwKNgRv+eVV0q5VvXrVva2VGmdZHHk4gVOogAcX0IBraEILCAh4hld4c5Tz4rw7H4vWnJPNHMMfOJ8/sTSO7Q==</latexit>

21M (5%)

…

<latexit sha1_base64="PpMktKBrYscCuRkR+w42daQQMAo=">AAAB7nicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRahp7JbkHosePFY0X5Au5Rsmm1Ds9klmRXK0h/hxYMiXv093vw3pu0etPVB4PHezGTmBYkUBl332ylsbe/s7hX3SweHR8cn5dOzjolTzXibxTLWvYAaLoXibRQoeS/RnEaB5N1gervwu09cGxGrR5wl3I/oWIlQMIpW6j4gHXNSH5Yrbs1dgmwSLycVyNEalr8Go5ilEVfIJDWm77kJ+hnVKJjk89IgNTyhbGqn9y1VNOLGz5brzsmVVUYkjLV9CslS/d2R0ciYWRTYyojixKx7C/E/r59ieONnQiUpcsVWH4WpJBiTxe1kJDRnKGeWUKaF3ZWwCdWUoU2oZEPw1k/eJJ16zbuuuff1SrOax1GEC7iEKnjQgCbcQQvawGAKz/AKb07ivDjvzseqtODkPefwB87nD4Dcju4=</latexit>

Stage 2
<latexit sha1_base64="PpMktKBrYscCuRkR+w42daQQMAo=">AAAB7nicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRahp7JbkHosePFY0X5Au5Rsmm1Ds9klmRXK0h/hxYMiXv093vw3pu0etPVB4PHezGTmBYkUBl332ylsbe/s7hX3SweHR8cn5dOzjolTzXibxTLWvYAaLoXibRQoeS/RnEaB5N1gervwu09cGxGrR5wl3I/oWIlQMIpW6j4gHXNSH5Yrbs1dgmwSLycVyNEalr8Go5ilEVfIJDWm77kJ+hnVKJjk89IgNTyhbGqn9y1VNOLGz5brzsmVVUYkjLV9CslS/d2R0ciYWRTYyojixKx7C/E/r59ieONnQiUpcsVWH4WpJBiTxe1kJDRnKGeWUKaF3ZWwCdWUoU2oZEPw1k/eJJ16zbuuuff1SrOax1GEC7iEKnjQgCbcQQvawGAKz/AKb07ivDjvzseqtODkPefwB87nD4Dcju4=</latexit>

Stage 2

<latexit sha1_base64="n+SqR86laBnZ0X6Xdo+tK+lTmqk=">AAAB73icbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRahp5ItiB4LXgQvFewHbJeSTbNtaDa7TbJCWeqP8OJBEa/+HW/+G9N2D9r6YODx3gwz84JEcG0w/nYKG5tb2zvF3dLe/sHhUfn4pK3jVFHWorGIVTcgmgkuWctwI1g3UYxEgWCdYHwz9zuPTGkeywczTZgfkaHkIafEWKnr1TF+ugv8frmCa3gBtE7cnFQgR7Nf/uoNYppGTBoqiNaeixPjZ0QZTgWblXqpZgmhYzJknqWSREz72eLeGbqwygCFsbIlDVqovycyEmk9jQLbGREz0qveXPzP81ITXvsZl0lqmKTLRWEqkInR/Hk04IpRI6aWEKq4vRXREVGEGhtRyYbgrr68Ttr1mntZw/f1SqOax1GEMziHKrhwBQ24hSa0gIKAZ3iFN2fivDjvzseyteDkM6fwB87nD+z6jyc=</latexit>

[200 Kb]
<latexit sha1_base64="n+SqR86laBnZ0X6Xdo+tK+lTmqk=">AAAB73icbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRahp5ItiB4LXgQvFewHbJeSTbNtaDa7TbJCWeqP8OJBEa/+HW/+G9N2D9r6YODx3gwz84JEcG0w/nYKG5tb2zvF3dLe/sHhUfn4pK3jVFHWorGIVTcgmgkuWctwI1g3UYxEgWCdYHwz9zuPTGkeywczTZgfkaHkIafEWKnr1TF+ugv8frmCa3gBtE7cnFQgR7Nf/uoNYppGTBoqiNaeixPjZ0QZTgWblXqpZgmhYzJknqWSREz72eLeGbqwygCFsbIlDVqovycyEmk9jQLbGREz0qveXPzP81ITXvsZl0lqmKTLRWEqkInR/Hk04IpRI6aWEKq4vRXREVGEGhtRyYbgrr68Ttr1mntZw/f1SqOax1GEMziHKrhwBQ24hSa0gIKAZ3iFN2fivDjvzseyteDkM6fwB87nD+z6jyc=</latexit>

[200 Kb]

<latexit sha1_base64="wteVXuK/S1psRIu/QV02nbSaUC8=">AAAB8nicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvQjWWmILosCOKygn3AdCiZNNOGZjJDckcopZ/hxoUibv0ad/6NaTsLbT0QOJxzD7n3hKkUBl332ylsbG5t7xR3S3v7B4dH5eOTtkkyzXiLJTLR3ZAaLoXiLRQoeTfVnMah5J1wfDv3O09cG5GoR5ykPIjpUIlIMIpW8u9s7BIzJdSwX664NXcBsk68nFQgR7Nf/uoNEpbFXCGT1Bjfc1MMplSjYJLPSr3M8JSyMR1y31JFY26C6WLlGbmwyoBEibZPIVmovxNTGhsziUM7GVMcmVVvLv7n+RlGN8FUqDRDrtjyoyiTBBMyv58MhOYM5cQSyrSwuxI2opoytC2VbAne6snrpF2veVc196FeaVTzOopwBudQBQ+uoQH30IQWMEjgGV7hzUHnxXl3PpajBSfPnMIfOJ8/JlORFA==</latexit>

Fine-tuning
<latexit sha1_base64="wteVXuK/S1psRIu/QV02nbSaUC8=">AAAB8nicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvQjWWmILosCOKygn3AdCiZNNOGZjJDckcopZ/hxoUibv0ad/6NaTsLbT0QOJxzD7n3hKkUBl332ylsbG5t7xR3S3v7B4dH5eOTtkkyzXiLJTLR3ZAaLoXiLRQoeTfVnMah5J1wfDv3O09cG5GoR5ykPIjpUIlIMIpW8u9s7BIzJdSwX664NXcBsk68nFQgR7Nf/uoNEpbFXCGT1Bjfc1MMplSjYJLPSr3M8JSyMR1y31JFY26C6WLlGbmwyoBEibZPIVmovxNTGhsziUM7GVMcmVVvLv7n+RlGN8FUqDRDrtjyoyiTBBMyv58MhOYM5cQSyrSwuxI2opoytC2VbAne6snrpF2veVc196FeaVTzOopwBudQBQ+uoQH30IQWMEjgGV7hzUHnxXl3PpajBSfPnMIfOJ8/JlORFA==</latexit>

Fine-tuning

<latexit sha1_base64="fvShbK+LAgB4fspz4Pg37zE+dZM=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LFbBU0kKoseCF48V7Ae0oWy2k3bpZhN2N5US+iO8eFDEq7/Hm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikpeNUMWyyWMSqE1CNgktsGm4EdhKFNAoEtoPx3dxvT1BpHstHM03Qj+hQ8pAzaqzUVjjh+KT75YpbdRcg68TLSQVyNPrlr94gZmmE0jBBte56bmL8jCrDmcBZqZdqTCgb0yF2LZU0Qu1ni3Nn5NIqAxLGypY0ZKH+nshopPU0CmxnRM1Ir3pz8T+vm5rw1s+4TFKDki0XhakgJibz38mAK2RGTC2hTHF7K2EjqigzNqGSDcFbfXmdtGpV77rqPtQq9Ys8jiKcwTlcgQc3UId7aEATGIzhGV7hzUmcF+fd+Vi2Fpx85hT+wPn8AaJTj6k=</latexit>

reviews
<latexit sha1_base64="fvShbK+LAgB4fspz4Pg37zE+dZM=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LFbBU0kKoseCF48V7Ae0oWy2k3bpZhN2N5US+iO8eFDEq7/Hm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikpeNUMWyyWMSqE1CNgktsGm4EdhKFNAoEtoPx3dxvT1BpHstHM03Qj+hQ8pAzaqzUVjjh+KT75YpbdRcg68TLSQVyNPrlr94gZmmE0jBBte56bmL8jCrDmcBZqZdqTCgb0yF2LZU0Qu1ni3Nn5NIqAxLGypY0ZKH+nshopPU0CmxnRM1Ir3pz8T+vm5rw1s+4TFKDki0XhakgJibz38mAK2RGTC2hTHF7K2EjqigzNqGSDcFbfXmdtGpV77rqPtQq9Ys8jiKcwTlcgQc3UId7aEATGIzhGV7hzUmcF+fd+Vi2Fpx85hT+wPn8AaJTj6k=</latexit>

reviews
<latexit sha1_base64="SIWTY8llitTaf2aWHheydpGloKs=">AAAB8HicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBQ8hd2A6DHgxWME85BkCbOzs8mQeSwzs0JY8hVePCji1c/x5t84SfagiQUNRVU33V1Rypmxvv/tra1vbG5tl3bKu3v7B4eVo+O2UZkmtEUUV7obYUM5k7RlmeW0m2qKRcRpJxrfzvzOE9WGKflgJykNBR5KljCCrZMeh4rHyGRCDCpVv+bPgVZJUJAqFGgOKl/9WJFMUGkJx8b0Aj+1YY61ZYTTabmfGZpiMsZD2nNUYkFNmM8PnqILp8QoUdqVtGiu/p7IsTBmIiLXKbAdmWVvJv7n9TKb3IQ5k2lmqSSLRUnGkVVo9j2KmabE8okjmGjmbkVkhDUm1mVUdiEEyy+vkna9FlzV/Pt6tXFexFGCUziDSwjgGhpwB01oAQEBz/AKb572Xrx372PRuuYVMyfwB97nD7fEkEA=</latexit>

gold summ
<latexit sha1_base64="SIWTY8llitTaf2aWHheydpGloKs=">AAAB8HicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBQ8hd2A6DHgxWME85BkCbOzs8mQeSwzs0JY8hVePCji1c/x5t84SfagiQUNRVU33V1Rypmxvv/tra1vbG5tl3bKu3v7B4eVo+O2UZkmtEUUV7obYUM5k7RlmeW0m2qKRcRpJxrfzvzOE9WGKflgJykNBR5KljCCrZMeh4rHyGRCDCpVv+bPgVZJUJAqFGgOKl/9WJFMUGkJx8b0Aj+1YY61ZYTTabmfGZpiMsZD2nNUYkFNmM8PnqILp8QoUdqVtGiu/p7IsTBmIiLXKbAdmWVvJv7n9TKb3IQ5k2lmqSSLRUnGkVVo9j2KmabE8okjmGjmbkVkhDUm1mVUdiEEyy+vkna9FlzV/Pt6tXFexFGCUziDSwjgGhpwB01oAQEBz/AKb572Xrx372PRuuYVMyfwB97nD7fEkEA=</latexit>

gold summ

…

<latexit sha1_base64="Uf4uKsZCe7oeIlRV4vPlxl0wwP0=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ2tX7V+VT16WSxCTyUpiB4rXjxWsB/QhrLZbNqlm03c3Qgl9E948aCIV/+ON/+NmzYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5fiK4No7zjUobm1vbO+Xdyt7+weFR9fikq+NUUdahsYhV3yeaCS5Zx3AjWD9RjES+YD1/epv7vSemNI/lg5klzIvIWPKQU2Ks1L8JSGKsParWnIazAF4nbkFqUKA9qn4Ng5imEZOGCqL1wHUS42VEGU4Fm1eGqWYJoVMyZgNLJYmY9rLFvXN8YZUAh7GyJQ1eqL8nMhJpPYt82xkRM9GrXi7+5w1SE157GZdJapiky0VhKrCJcf48Drhi1IiZJYQqbm/FdEIUoXkGFRuCu/ryOuk2G+5lw7lv1lr1Io4ynME51MGFK2jBHbShAxQEPMMrvKFH9ILe0ceytYSKmVP4A/T5AxElj+Y=</latexit>

Adapters
<latexit sha1_base64="Uf4uKsZCe7oeIlRV4vPlxl0wwP0=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ2tX7V+VT16WSxCTyUpiB4rXjxWsB/QhrLZbNqlm03c3Qgl9E948aCIV/+ON/+NmzYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5fiK4No7zjUobm1vbO+Xdyt7+weFR9fikq+NUUdahsYhV3yeaCS5Zx3AjWD9RjES+YD1/epv7vSemNI/lg5klzIvIWPKQU2Ks1L8JSGKsParWnIazAF4nbkFqUKA9qn4Ng5imEZOGCqL1wHUS42VEGU4Fm1eGqWYJoVMyZgNLJYmY9rLFvXN8YZUAh7GyJQ1eqL8nMhJpPYt82xkRM9GrXi7+5w1SE157GZdJapiky0VhKrCJcf48Drhi1IiZJYQqbm/FdEIUoXkGFRuCu/ryOuk2G+5lw7lv1lr1Io4ynME51MGFK2jBHbShAxQEPMMrvKFH9ILe0ceytYSKmVP4A/T5AxElj+Y=</latexit>

Adapters
<latexit sha1_base64="4rnp1FlzNTn63xv/EjuWiskbpHc=">AAAB8HicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CdZCvZTdQtFjwYsXoYJtlXYp2TTbhibZJckKZal/wosHRbz6c7z5b0zbPWjrg4HHezPMzAtizrRx3W8nt7a+sbmV3y7s7O7tHxQPj9o6ShShLRLxSN0HWFPOJG0ZZji9jxXFIuC0E4yvZn7nkSrNInlnJjH1BR5KFjKCjZUeat7NU6XeK5/3iyW36s6BVomXkRJkaPaLX71BRBJBpSEca9313Nj4KVaGEU6nhV6iaYzJGA9p11KJBdV+Oj94ispWGaAwUrakQXP190SKhdYTEdhOgc1IL3sz8T+vm5jw0k+ZjBNDJVksChOOTIRm36MBU5QYPrEEE8XsrYiMsMLE2IwKNgRv+eVV0q5VvXrVva2VGmdZHHk4gVOogAcX0IBraEILCAh4hld4c5Tz4rw7H4vWnJPNHMMfOJ8/sTSO7Q==</latexit>

21M (5%)
<latexit sha1_base64="4rnp1FlzNTn63xv/EjuWiskbpHc=">AAAB8HicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CdZCvZTdQtFjwYsXoYJtlXYp2TTbhibZJckKZal/wosHRbz6c7z5b0zbPWjrg4HHezPMzAtizrRx3W8nt7a+sbmV3y7s7O7tHxQPj9o6ShShLRLxSN0HWFPOJG0ZZji9jxXFIuC0E4yvZn7nkSrNInlnJjH1BR5KFjKCjZUeat7NU6XeK5/3iyW36s6BVomXkRJkaPaLX71BRBJBpSEca9313Nj4KVaGEU6nhV6iaYzJGA9p11KJBdV+Oj94ispWGaAwUrakQXP190SKhdYTEdhOgc1IL3sz8T+vm5jw0k+ZjBNDJVksChOOTIRm36MBU5QYPrEEE8XsrYiMsMLE2IwKNgRv+eVV0q5VvXrVva2VGmdZHHk4gVOogAcX0IBraEILCAh4hld4c5Tz4rw7H4vWnJPNHMMfOJ8/sTSO7Q==</latexit>

21M (5%)

<latexit sha1_base64="C5fVEyoHCBlHu5930lNfqbJZHMs=">AAAB7nicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRahp7JbET0WvHisaD+gXUo2zbah2eySzApl6Y/w4kERr/4eb/4b03YP2vog8HhvZjLzgkQKg6777RQ2Nre2d4q7pb39g8Oj8vFJ28SpZrzFYhnrbkANl0LxFgqUvJtoTqNA8k4wuZ37nSeujYjVI04T7kd0pEQoGEUrdR6Qjji5HJQrbs1dgKwTLycVyNEclL/6w5ilEVfIJDWm57kJ+hnVKJjks1I/NTyhbGKn9yxVNOLGzxbrzsiFVYYkjLV9CslC/d2R0ciYaRTYyoji2Kx6c/E/r5dieONnQiUpcsWWH4WpJBiT+e1kKDRnKKeWUKaF3ZWwMdWUoU2oZEPwVk9eJ+16zbuquff1SqOax1GEMziHKnhwDQ24gya0gMEEnuEV3pzEeXHenY9lacHJe07hD5zPH4Jgju8=</latexit>

Stage 3
<latexit sha1_base64="C5fVEyoHCBlHu5930lNfqbJZHMs=">AAAB7nicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRahp7JbET0WvHisaD+gXUo2zbah2eySzApl6Y/w4kERr/4eb/4b03YP2vog8HhvZjLzgkQKg6777RQ2Nre2d4q7pb39g8Oj8vFJ28SpZrzFYhnrbkANl0LxFgqUvJtoTqNA8k4wuZ37nSeujYjVI04T7kd0pEQoGEUrdR6Qjji5HJQrbs1dgKwTLycVyNEclL/6w5ilEVfIJDWm57kJ+hnVKJjks1I/NTyhbGKn9yxVNOLGzxbrzsiFVYYkjLV9CslC/d2R0ciYaRTYyoji2Kx6c/E/r5dieONnQiUpcsWWH4WpJBiT+e1kKDRnKKeWUKaF3ZWwMdWUoU2oZEPwVk9eJ+16zbuquff1SqOax1GEMziHKnhwDQ24gya0gMEEnuEV3pzEeXHenY9lacHJe07hD5zPH4Jgju8=</latexit>

Stage 3

Figure 1: Illustration of the proposed approach. In Stage 1, all parameters of a large language model are pre-
trained on generic texts (we use BART). In Stage 2, we pre-train adapters (5% of the full model’s parameters)
on customer reviews using held-out reviews as summaries. In Stage 3, we fine-tune the adapters on a handful of
reviews-summary pairs.

abilities in combination with a parameter-efficient
fine-tuning method – adapters. As was shown in
recent studies, this method is also robust to overfit-
ting in low-resource settings (He et al., 2021). In
this way, a large pre-trained model, BART (Lewis
et al., 2020), in our case, remains frozen, and
only small modules (0.6% - 5% of the model pa-
rameters) are optimized. This effectively retains
acquired knowledge in the pre-trained language
model (PLM) without specialized training objec-
tives as in RECADAM (Chen et al., 2020). However,
available annotated data is not sufficient for learn-
ing in-domain specifics and results in summaries
with subtle semantic mistakes. As explained next,
we reduce these semantic mistakes by pre-training
adapters on customer reviews.

Self-supervised Pre-training. Language mod-
els are pre-trained with generic objectives (e.g.,
single-document denoising) and rarely on in-
domain data, such as customer reviews. Conse-
quently, this makes them less attuned to in-domain
specifics as these are hard to learn from a handful
of summaries. This often results in subtle semantic
mistakes. For instance, in Table 1, PASS (Oved
and Levy, 2021) incorrectly concludes that thin
material implies poor quality. To address this is-
sue, we learn in-domain specifics from customer
reviews. Concretely, we employ a self-supervised
pre-training method: For any given product without
a human-written summary, we predict one of the
given reviews by conditioning on N other reviews
with the highest lexical overlap in the leave-one-
out fashion (Bražinskas et al., 2020b). As the
standard training of PLMs is storage and memory
inefficient (Mahabadi et al., 2021), we pre-train
adapters only; see Stage 2 in Fig. 1. Afterwards,
we fine-tune them on a small number of annotated
reviews-summary pairs (< 100 pairs), see Stage 3 in

Fig. 1. All in all, our method combines the general
text generation and understanding abilities of the
PLM with in-domain knowledge directly related to
the end task.

Content Planning. Well-organized content in
summaries is easier to follow and thus improves
user experience. However, the lack of annotated
data makes it challenging to learn a desired content
structure. For example, in Table 1, FEWSUM’s sum-
mary does not end after a concluding phrase ‘Other
than that, it’s a great top.’ While the state-of-the-
art model (PASS) addresses this issue by ranking
multiple generated candidates with a specialized
coherence model, we propose a simpler solution –
ADAQSUM – that capitalizes on text planning (Hua
and Wang, 2019; Moryossef et al., 2019). Specifi-
cally, we allow the model to plan ahead by provid-
ing an intermediate summary representation in the
form of a query consisting of aspect keywords. As
we show, this results in more coherent text patterns
with fewer redundancies. Moreover, it can be use-
ful for personalized summaries, better reflecting
user interests.

Result Highlights. We evaluate the proposed
models in terms of automatic metrics and hu-
man efforts. We find that pre-training and fine-
tuning of adapters leads to more than 2.0 and 1.3
ROUGE-L points improvement over fine-tuning
the entire model on Amazon and Yelp datasets, re-
spectively. We also find that our pre-trained and
fine-tuned query-based model improves ROUGE-L
scores by more than 2.7 and 0.9 ROUGE-L points
over PASS, on Amazon and Yelp datasets, re-
spectively, and is more preferred by humans. We
further demonstrate that the query-based model
(ADAQSUM) substantially improves coherence and
reduces redundancies in generated summaries.
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FEWSUM

This tank top is well made, fits well, and is
comfortable to wear. The only thing is that
it runs a little small, so order a size up from
what you normally wear. Other than that, it’s
a great top. It’s well made and it looks like it
will last a long time. Love it!

PASS

This is a basic tank. The photo shows it go-
ing well past the models hips. However, the
material used to make it this long is thin and
therefore not good quality. It is also thin-
ner than other tanks on the market but is still
comfortable to wear.

ADAQSUM

This is a basic tank top that fits well and
is comfortable to wear. The color is great
and the length is long enough to wear with
leggings. The quality of the product is good.

REVIEWS

... This is a basic tank ... || ... this tank fits like
a normal tank top, not any longer ... I could
wear it with leggings ... || ... It is THIN and
runs SMALL ... It fits tight and is NOT long
like in the picture ... || The tank fit very well
and was comfortbale to wear. I’ve bought
much higher quality tanks ... || ... it is listed
as a ’long’ tank top and the photo even shows
it going well past the models hips, however
I’m short and the tank top is just a normal
length. || ... They were a lot thinner than I
like ... || Every women should own one in
every color. Just feels quality I don’t know
how else to explain it ... || ... They are long
enough that the color peeks out from under
my tops. Looks cute.

Table 1: Generated summaries for an Amazon product
by baseline models (FEWSUM and PASS) and our ap-
proach (ADAQSUM). Colored words indicate aspect
keywords that were part of the query. The special
marker ‘||’ separates truncated reviews.

In summary, our contributions are as follows:
• We propose a self-supervised pre-training

method to learn in-domain knowledge by
adapters that alleviate catastrophic forgetting;

• We propose, to the best of our knowledge, the
first aspect-based abstractive opinion summarizer
learned from a few annotated samples;

• We substantially increase summary coherence
using the query-based approach;

• We show that self-supervised pre-training signifi-
cantly improves performance on the query-based
task;

• We demonstrate state-of-the-art results on two
primary benchmarks in automatic and human
evaluation.1

1Our code and associated artifacts will be publicly avail-
able at https://github.com/amazon-research/
adasum.
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Figure 2: Illustration of the query-based summarizer
that inputs reviews and a text query consisting of as-
pects, such as ‘volume,’ ‘price,’ and ‘bluetooth.’ The
query is automatically created from gold summaries in
training and reviews in test time.

2 Approach

2.1 Opinion Summarization Tasks

In this work, we consider two tasks of customer
review summarization. The first one is generic sum-
marization (Chu and Liu, 2019; Bražinskas et al.,
2020a), where the aim is to produce a summary that
covers overall opinions in input reviews. Formally,
given N input reviews r1:N , the task is to predict
word-by-word the summary s:

L(s, r1:N ; θ) =
T∑

t=1

log pθ(s
t|s1:t−1, r1:N ).

In the second task, query-based summarization, we
assume that the user provides a query q consist-
ing of aspect keywords, such as ‘bluetooth,’ ‘reso-
lution,’ and ‘battery life.’ In turn, a summarizer
should generate a summary reflecting customer
opinions in r1:N about these aspects. Formally,
given a pair of input reviews and query (r1:N , q),
the task is to predict word-by-word the summary s:

L(s, r1:N , q; θ) =
T∑

t=1

log pθ(s
t|s1:t−1, r1:N , q).

Unfortunately, abstractive opinion datasets with an-
notated aspect queries are unavailable in the do-
main. To mitigate this problem, we follow Ni
et al. (2019) and create queries by extracting fine-
grained aspect keywords from available generic
summaries. Specifically, we utilize the model pro-
posed by Zhang et al. (2014) to build a fine-grained
aspect lexicon from review datasets. Further, we
use simple rules to determine which aspects appear
in summaries; see an annotated summary in Table 2.
At test time, we follow the intuition that a summary
should reflect common opinions and create a query
from K most frequent aspect keywords in input
reviews. The workflow is illustrated in Fig. 2.
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2.2 Model

Our model is based on the Transformer (Vaswani
et al., 2017) encoder-decoder architecture initial-
ized with BART (Lewis et al., 2020). We adopt the
same encoder as in (Raffel et al., 2020; Oved and
Levy, 2021) where reviews are concatenated before
encoding.2 This allows us to capture product-level
features and leverage commonalities across reviews
during encoding. For query-based summarization,
we concatenate a query and reviews while indicat-
ing boundaries with special markers. In this way,
the encoder can contextualize aspect keywords and
focus on salient review fragments reflecting these
aspects.

2.3 Adapters

In training, a large pre-trained model remains
frozen and only tiny neural networks called
adapters (Houlsby et al., 2019) are optimized.
These modules are injected into the transformer
layers (both encoder and decoder). Formally, given
the input hidden vector h, the output vector ĥ is
calculated as shown below:

ĥ = f2(tanh f1(h)) + h.

The functions f1(·) and f2(·) are the down-
and up- projection layers. At each transformer
layer, two adapters are inserted right after the self-
attention and the feed-forward layers, respectively.
These modules consist of substantially fewer pa-
rameters than the language model, usually around
3% - 5%. Recent studies have shown that adapters
are less prone to overfitting (He et al., 2021) and are
more memory-efficient in training (Mahabadi et al.,
2021). Finally, as the pre-trained model remains
frozen, it retains all the prior knowledge for text
understanding and generation. This effectively al-
leviates catastrophic forgetting (Goodfellow et al.,
2013; Kemker et al., 2017) without modifying the
training objective as in RECADAM (Chen et al.,
2020; Yu et al., 2021). We refer to our approaches
as ADASUM and ADAQSUM for generic and query-
based summarization, respectively.

2.4 Self-supervised Pre-training

Language models, initially pre-trained on generic
text corpora, are often not accustomed to in-domain
specifics. Unsurprisingly perhaps, a wide range of

2We experimented with the independent review encoding
as in Bražinskas et al. (2020b). However, the results were
slightly worse.

The cover offers durable protection for the MacBook,
the retractable tilt stands offer protection for the wrists.

The keyboard cover can take some effort to fit properly,
and adjustment to its feel may take time.

However, free and fast shipping make up for this one
potential issue.

Table 2: Automatically annotated Amazon summary
with fine-grained aspect keywords (underlined italic).

product-related specifics cannot be learned from a
handful of annotated summaries during fine-tuning.
Consequently, this can result in subtle semantic
mistakes in generated summaries. We will dis-
cuss this problem and provide examples in Sec. 5.4.
Furthermore, query-based summarization is even
more challenging for learning than generic sum-
marization. To be useful in practice, the summa-
rizer should rely on the provided query after fine-
tuning. However, a handful of annotated samples
might be insufficient to learn this dynamic. We
will analyze this problem in Sec. 5.1. To alleviate
these two problems, we leverage unannotated cus-
tomer reviews to construct synthetic datasets for
pre-training.

Synthetic In-Domain Pre-Training Dataset.
From a group of product reviews, we randomly
sample one review as a pseudo summary s and
select N reviews as input (r1:N ).3 We select N
input reviews covering the content of the summary
s – that have the highest ROUGE-1 F scores. Fol-
lowing the naming convention (Bražinskas et al.,
2020b), we refer to this as leave-one-out pre-
training (L1O). To closely resemble query-based
summarization, we create aspect queries from
pseudo summaries. Specifically, we leverage the
aspect lexicon by matching summary keywords; in
the same way as was explained in Sec. 2.1. In prac-
tice, we expect queries to have at least one aspect
keyword. Therefore, we remove all pre-training
pairs where the pseudo summary has no aspect
keywords.

3 Experimental Setup

3.1 Data

To create synthetic datasets, we used customer re-
views from Amazon (He and McAuley, 2016) and

3We also experimented with selecting pseudo sum-
maries without personal pronouns – written in the formal
style (Bražinskas et al., 2020a). However, we did not observe
significant improvements.
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Amazon Yelp
Split Gold Synthetic Gold Synthetic
Train 84 70,144 / 59,963 90 70,144 / 68,499
Valid 36 7,900 / 6,810 90 7,900 / 7,724
Test 60 - 120 -

Table 3: Source-target pair numbers for Amazon and
Yelp, both gold and synthetic. Each pair has 8 source re-
views. Generic and query-based pair statistics are sepa-
rated by ’/‘.

Yelp.4 Following Bražinskas et al. (2020a), we se-
lected 4 categories: Electronics; Clothing, Shoes
and Jewelry; Home and Kitchen; Health and Per-
sonal Care. We pre-processed the datasets by re-
moving all reviews that are shorter than 20 words
and longer than 120 words and evened the number
of pairs in both datasets. Further, we used Ama-
zon and Yelp gold summaries from (Bražinskas
et al., 2020a) where each product/business has 3
references and is paired with 8 reviews. Gold and
synthetic dataset statistics5 are presented in Table 3.

3.2 Baselines

LEXRANK (Erkan and Radev, 2004) is an unsu-
pervised extractive graph-based model that selects
sentences based on graph centrality. Sentences rep-
resent nodes in a graph whose edges are weighted
with tf-idf.

MEANSUM (Chu and Liu, 2019) is an unsuper-
vised abstractive summarization model which treats
a summary as a structured latent state of an auto-
encoder trained to reconstruct reviews of a product.

COPYCAT (Bražinskas et al., 2020b) is the
state-of-the-art unsupervised abstractive summa-
rizer with hierarchical continuous latent represen-
tations to model products and individual reviews.

FEWSUM (Bražinskas et al., 2020a) is a few-
shot framework where lexical features are used to
differentiate between customer reviews and sum-
maries. In the fine-tuning phase, features leading
to generation of summaries are searched.

PASS (Oved and Levy, 2021) is based on a pre-
trained T5 model (Raffel et al., 2020) that is further
fine-tuned on gold summaries. At inference, the
model’s input is perturbed to generate multiple can-
didates. These candidates are further ranked by a
separate model based on coherence and fluency to
select the best one.

We fine-tuned the full BART model (FULL) for

4https://www.yelp.com/dataset
5For the query-based setup, we removed all instances

where targets had no aspects.

a fair comparison, with and without the leave-one-
out pre-training. We also employed a number of
simple summarization baselines. First, the CLUS-
TROID review was computed for each group of
reviews as follows. We took each review from a
group and computed ROUGE-L with respect to all
other reviews. The review with the highest ROUGE
score was selected as the clustroid review. Second,
we sampled a RANDOM review from each group to
be used as the summary. And lastly, we constructed
the summary by selecting the leading sentences
(LEAD) from each review of a group.

3.3 Experimental Details
We used a standard Transformer encoder-
decoder (Vaswani et al., 2017), pre-initialized with
BART large (Lewis et al., 2020), consisting of
400M parameters. We used two adapter sizes –
0.6% and 5% of the full model’s parameters. All
input reviews were concatenated, following Raffel
et al. (2020); Oved and Levy (2021). For parame-
ter optimization, we used ADAM (Kingma and Ba,
2014), and summary generation was performed via
the beam search of size 5 and with 3-gram block-
ing (Paulus et al., 2017). We used ROUGE-L as the
stopping criterion on the end task, and perplexity
(PPL) for pre-training. The learning rate for most
experiments was set to 5e-5. Aspect lexicons for
query-based summarization contained 2809 and
4013 fine-grained aspects for Amazon and Yelp,
respectively. In pre-training and fine-tuning, we
shuffled aspects to break temporal dependencies.
For fine-tuning on Yelp, we also found it useful to
exclude summary aspect keywords that do not ap-
pear in input reviews. This approximately matched
the number of aspect keywords for Amazon and
Yelp. At test time, we selected up to 6 and 5 most
frequent aspects for Amazon and Yelp, respectively.
All computations were performed on an 8-GPU
p3.8-xlarge Amazon instance.

4 Results

4.1 Automatic Evaluation
Table 4 shows results on the Amazon and Yelp test
sets for generic summarization. It shows ROUGE
F1 scores (Lin, 2004) as a standard measure of
informativeness6 and perplexity (PPL) as a measure
of confusion.

6For consistency with previous works, we used
the same Python package (https://github.com/
google-research/google-research/tree/
master/rouge)
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Amazon Yelp
Params↓ PPL↓ R1↑ R2↑ RL↑ PPL↓ R1↑ R2↑ RL↑

CLUSTROID - - 27.16 3.61 16.77 - 28.90 4.90 18.00
LEAD - - 27.00 4.92 14.95 - 26.20 4.57 14.32
RANDOM - - 25.00 3.82 15.72 - 21.48 2.59 13.87

Unsupervised
LEXRANK (Erkan and Radev, 2004) - - 27.72 5.06 17.04 - 26.96 4.93 16.13
MEANSUM (Chu and Liu, 2019) 25M - 26.63 4.89 17.11 - 27.50 3.54 16.09
COPYCAT (Bražinskas et al., 2020b) 25M - 27.85 4.77 18.86 - 28.12 5.89 18.32

Few-shot
FEWSUM (Bražinskas et al., 2020a) 25M - 33.56 7.16 21.49 - 37.29 9.92 22.76
PASS (Oved and Levy, 2021) 440M - 37.43 8.02 23.34 - 36.91 8.12 23.09
FULL (100%) 400M 17.87 37.22 9.17 23.51 12.87 37.40 10.27 23.76
FULL (100%) + L1O 400M 16.90 37.67 10.28 24.32 12.40 36.79 11.07 25.03
ADASUM (0.6%) 2.6M 13.45 38.49 9.84 24.37 11.94 37.55 10.11 24.08
ADASUM (0.6%) + L1O 2.6M 12.06 38.94 10.63 24.95 11.23 37.78 11.31 24.04
ADASUM (5%) 21.3M 16.30 38.15 9.18 23.17 12.50 38.12 10.89 24.11
ADASUM (5%) + L1O 21.3M 12.03 39.78 10.80 25.55 11.11 38.82 11.75 25.14

Table 4: Test set ROUGE F1 scores on gold Amazon and Yelp datasets for generic review summarization. L1O
stands for leave-one-out pre-training. We also provide the total number of trainable parameters.

First of all, the results indicate the superiority
of adapters over full fine-tuning and state-of-the-
art few-shot models on both datasets. As was
observed in He et al. (2021), adapters are less
prone to overfitting, which is especially benefi-
cial in few-shot settings. Second, we observe a
significant improvement in ROUGE scores when
pre-trained models are further trained using L1O.
This signifies the importance of learning in-domain
specifics before fine-tuning. We also observe that
adapters are more effective on the Amazon dataset,
which is more challenging as indicated by higher
perplexity (PPL).7 We hypothesize that the pre-
trained language model (BART) is more accus-
tomed to restaurant- than product-related texts.
Moreover, larger adapters (5%) tend to overfit on
the small number of annotated instances, and L1O

pre-training helps substantially, as indicated both
by ROUGE scores and PPL. We provide example
generated summaries in the Appendix.

4.2 Human Evaluation

Coherence Improvement. As was observed in
(Oved and Levy, 2021), opinion summarizers some-
times generate incoherent summaries. We hypothe-
sized that a query should allow the model to plan
ahead of time and thus generate more coherent
and less redundant texts. To test the hypothesis,
we compared 5% adapter-based models with and
without the query; both were pre-trained via L1O.

7Training sets are of similar sizes, i.e., 84 and 90 sum-
maries on Amazon and Yelp, respectively

We performed human evaluation in terms of coher-
ence and non-redundancy via Best-Worst Scaling
(BWS) (Louviere and Woodworth, 1991; Louviere
et al., 2015). BWS has been shown to produce more
reliable results than ranking scales (Kiritchenko
and Mohammad, 2016).

For each Amazon test set entry and criterion, we
asked three independent workers on Amazon Me-
chanical Turk (AMT) to select the best and worst
summary. For each criterion, a system’s score is
computed as the percentage of times it was selected
as best, minus the percentage of times it was se-
lected as worst (Orme, 2009). The scores range
from -100 (unanimously worst) to +100 (unani-
mously best). For more details, please refer to
Appendix 10.2.

First, the results indicate that the summaries gen-
erated by ADAQSUM are substantially more pre-
ferred to ADASUM in terms of coherence and non-
redundancy. Namely, +13.73 vs -30.91 and -1.96
vs -25.93 for coherence and non-redundancy, re-
spectively. We also computed the percentage of
unique n-grams in each generated summary for
both datasets, as shown in Table 5. The results
support that query-based summaries are less redun-
dant. However, similar to findings in Oved and
Levy (2021), we observe that more coherent sum-
maries tend to get lower ROUGE scores. Neverthe-
less, our model outperforms PASS by a margin on
both datasets – by 2.72 and 0.9 ROUGE-L points
on Amazon and Yelp, respectively.
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R1 R2 RL unique 1-gram (%) unique 2-gram (%)

Amazon ADASUM (5%) + L1O 39.78 10.80 25.55 67.72 80.83
ADAQSUM (5%) + L1O 38.53 10.52 26.06 69.38 82.57

Yelp ADASUM (5%) + L1O 38.82 11.75 25.14 62.26 76.55
ADAQSUM (5%) + L1O 36.79 10.06 23.99 65.74 79.88

Table 5: Comparison of the query-based and generic summarizers on test sets. Unique n-grams were computed in
generated summaries.

Fluency Coher. Non-Red.
PASS -21.74 +33.33 0.00
LEXRANK -45.95 -52.38 -58.97
ADAQSUM (5%) + L1O +26.67 +25.00 +26.67
GOLD +46.67 +27.78 +55.56

Table 6: Human evaluation results in terms of the Best-
Worst scaling on the Amazon test set.

Comparison to Baselines. To understand better
how our query-based model compares to other mod-
els, we performed an additional human evaluation
experiment. We used the following criteria: coher-
ence, non-redundancy, and fluency. As previously,
we used the Best-Worst scaling on the Amazon test
set. We assigned three AMT workers to each tu-
ple containing summaries from PASS, ADAQSUM

(5%) + L1O, LEXRANK, and human annotators
(GOLD).

The results in Table 6 suggest that summaries
produced by our model are more fluent and non-
redundant than the ones produced by PASS. In
general, PASS produces more diverse and detailed
summaries yet with more semantic mistakes that
make them harder to understand (hence lower flu-
ency scores). However, summaries by both systems
are similarly preferred in terms of coherence. Also,
we note that PASS utilizes a separately trained
classifier on human-annotated summaries (Fabbri
et al., 2021) to rank candidate summaries, while
our approach does not.

Input Content Fidelity. As was shown in Falke
et al. (2019); Tay et al. (2019), the ROUGE met-
ric can be insensitive to hallucinations (Maynez
et al., 2020). However, hallucinations can lead to
user aversion, and their reduction remains an open
problem in summarization. To assess the input fi-
delity of generated summaries, we performed a hu-
man evaluation. Specifically, we used summaries
produced by the adapter models (ADASUM (5%)
+ L1O and ADAQSUM (5%) + L1O), FEWSUM,
PASS, and human-written (GOLD). In each task
(HIT), we presented both reviews and all summary
sentences. We asked three workers to assess how

Full↑ Partial↑ No↓
FEWSUM 47.56 24.39 28.05
PASS 60.70 31.84 7.46
ADASUM (5%) + L1O 78.97 15.48 5.56
ADAQSUM (5%) + L1O 72.69 20.37 6.94

Table 7: Input fidelity on the Amazon test set, normal-
ized by sentences.

well the content in summary sentences is supported
by the reviews. The three following options were
available. Full support: all the content is reflected
in the reviews; Partial support: only some content
is reflected in the reviews; No support: content is
not reflected in the reviews. The results, normal-
ized by sentences, are shown in Table 7.

First, we observe that FEWSUM hallucinates the
most, potentially because it was not initialized with
a pre-trained language model. Second, PASS im-
proves input fidelity over FEWSUM yet substan-
tially underperforms our adapter-based models. We
also notice a slight decrease in input fidelity when
the query is used. This is likely caused by more
abstractive summaries generated by ADAQSUM,
we discuss it in Sec. 5.3.

5 Analysis

5.1 Query-based Pre-training

Query-based summarizers should generate sum-
maries reflecting all aspects in user queries to be
useful in practice. We investigated how summariz-
ers learn this task in the few-shot regime with and
without pre-training. We created test-time queries
from gold summaries (indicated by ∗) and input
reviews. Further, we calculated the aspect recall
(AR) score by counting aspect keywords in queries
present in generated summaries. The results are
shown in Table 8.

As indicated by low AR scores, without pre-
training, the models miss many aspects in queries.
The increase to nearly 100% in AR suggests that
pre-training is crucial for the task. The same trend
remains when aspect keywords from reviews are
used in queries.
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R1 R2 RL AR
FULL (100%) + Q∗ 40.52 10.96 25.06 59.84
FULL (100%) + L1O + Q∗ 42.65 11.53 26.82 96.39
ADAQSUM (5%)∗ 41.04 11.08 25.46 60.64
ADAQSUM (5%) + L1O∗ 43.84 13.41 27.31 97.19
ADAQSUM (5%) 38.58 10.10 24.19 69.14
ADAQSUM (5%) + L1O 38.53 10.52 26.06 98.78

Table 8: Amazon test set ROUGE F1 for query-based
summarization. Here, ∗ indicates that queries were cre-
ated from gold summaries; AR stands for aspect recall.

PPL↓
FULL (100%) + L1O 21.51
FULL (100%) + L1O + FT 34.87 (+13.36)
ADASUM (5%) + L1O 19.69
ADASUM (5%) + L1O + FT 28.45 (+8.76)

Table 9: Catastrophic forgetting evaluation on the Ama-
zon pre-training task’s validation set, before and after
fine-tuning (FT).

5.2 Catastrophic Forgetting

ROUGE scores in Table 4 suggest that L1O pre-
training is beneficial for the end task. How-
ever, fine-tuning on summaries can lead to the
catastrophic forgetting of the acquired in-domain
specifics from reviews. Because adapters have
fewer parameters to optimize, we hypothesized that
they might be more robust to this phenomenon.

To test the hypothesis, we evaluated two models
on the pre-training L1O pairs where a review is
used as a summary, before and after fine-tuning on
human-written summaries. For the first model, we
optimized only adapters (5%), both in pre-training
and fine-tuning. And in the second case, we op-
timized the entire model. We used PPL to mea-
sure the model’s confusion about the pre-training
pseudo summaries, as shown in Table 9.

The results demonstrate that the adapter-based
model better preserves information about reviews
after they are fine-tuned on summaries, as indi-
cated by lower PPL scores. Our findings are also
supported by Yu et al. (2021).

5.3 Abstractiveness

Abstracting information in reviews is important for
practical applications (Carenini and Cheung, 2008).
To investigate how well the models abstract, we
computed the number of novel n-grams in gener-
ated summaries with respect to input reviews on
the Amazon test set. The results in percentages are
shown in Table 10.

First, we observe that FEWSUM tends to produce

2-gram 3-gram 4-gram
FEWSUM 78.63 95.59 98.74
PASS 70.72 86.32 93.24
ADASUM (5%) + L1O 55.47 78.24 86.78
ADAQSUM (5%) + L1O 56.27 79.18 88.48

Table 10: The abstractiveness of generated summaries
in terms of novel n-grams on the Amazon test set.

the most abstractive summaries, followed by PASS.
Second, ADAQSUM has higher abstractivness than
ADASUM. We also observe that abstractiveness
is inversely proportional to input faithfulness in
Table 7, in line with previous studies (Durmus et al.,
2020; Dreyer et al., 2021).

5.4 Semantic Mistakes

When a pre-trained model (with and without
adapters) is fine-tuned on a handful of annotated
samples, it often results in summaries with subtle
semantic mistakes; see examples in Table 11. For
instance, a 5% adapter model generates a semanti-
cally contradicting fragment: ‘This dead on arrival
battery is of good quality and holds a charge well.’.

We hypothesize that it is caused by the lack of in-
domain knowledge, which we propose to learn via
L1O (see Sec. 2.4). During a manual investigation,
we observed that L1O pre-training substantially
reduces semantic mistakes. This is also reflected in
higher ROUGE scores in Table 4.

6 Related Work

Extractive opinion summarization has been an ac-
tive area of research (Hu and Liu, 2004; Ganesan
et al., 2010; Medhat et al., 2014; Isonuma et al.,
2019; Angelidis et al., 2020). For example, a more
recent extractive method of Angelidis and Lapata
(2018) decouples the summarization procedure into
multiple steps with separate models. Other earlier
approaches (Gerani et al., 2014; Di Fabbrizio et al.,
2014) relied on text planners and templates, which,
however, restrict the output.

Abstractive opinion summarization is an emerg-
ing branch (Chu and Liu, 2019; Amplayo and La-
pata, 2020; Bražinskas et al., 2020b, 2021a). Cus-
tomer reviews were used to train unsupervised sum-
marizers in Amplayo and Lapata (2020); Bražin-
skas et al. (2020b); Isonuma et al. (2021). The few-
shot model FEWSUM (Bražinskas et al., 2020a)
was also pre-trained on customer reviews before
fine-tuning. In this work instead, we focus on pre-
training adapters to avoid catastrophic forgetting
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ADASUM
(5%)

This Thomas the Train costume is cute
and functional. The size is perfect for
a toddler or 2 year old and the candy
pouch is large enough to carry a lot of
candy. The costume can be customized
with googly eyes, pumpkin patch, spi-
ders, bats, or train tracks to make it more
suitable for a child of any age. The fit is
comfortable and the fit quality is great.
The only complaint I have is the quality
of the felt fabric.

ADASUM
(5%) + L1O

This Thomas the Train costume is very
cute and the size is perfect for a 2-year-
old. The hat is thin and flimsy and
the face is not 3D sculpted. The candy
pouch is a nice feature and it looks like
it will grow with the child. Overall, it’s
a cute costume and will be used for Hal-
loween next year.

ADASUM
(5%)

This dead on arrival battery is of
good quality and holds a charge well.
It is easy to install and is a great value for
the money. However, it may not hold
a charge as advertised due to the plas-
tic case bulging. Overall, this product
is highly recommended.

ADASUM
(5%) + L1O

This battery is a great value for the price
and works great. It is a good quality
battery that can be used to replace a dead
battery in an alarm system. The price is
great and the quality of the product is
good. The shipping was fast and the
customer service was excellent.

Table 11: Adapter-based models (5%) and their gener-
ated outputs with and without L1O pre-training. Seman-
tic mistakes and disfluencies are highlighted in bold.

and reduce computational and memory overheads.
OPINIONDIGEST (Suhara et al., 2020) proposes to
aggregate opinions in a pipeline framework. We ap-
proach the problem end-to-end and rely on aspect
keywords (e.g., price) instead of opinion phrases
(e.g., good location). Controllability using input
fragments (e.g., entities) and meta information
(e.g., coarse-grained aspects) has received recent
attention in various NLP domains (Frermann and
Klementiev, 2019; Liu and Chen, 2021; Narayan
et al., 2021; Elsahar et al., 2021). In contrast to a re-
lated work, SELFSUM (Elsahar et al., 2021), we use
aspect keywords instead of generic tokens and con-
sider a few-shot setup instead of unsupervised and
a different model architecture. Also, planning was
tackled in opinion summarizeration in Amplayo
et al. (2021b). However, their approach is substan-
tially less flexible, as the summary plan consists of
an aspect and sentiment classes only. Query-based
settings have received recent attention in the news

domain (Xu and Lapata, 2020, 2021). Compared
to a concurrent work on opinion summarization
ACESUM (Amplayo et al., 2021a), our approach
does not require a trained aspect induction model,
is few-shot instead of self-supervised, and bene-
fits from a large collection of automatically created
fine-grained aspects (a couple of thousands) instead
of human annotated coarse-grained aspects (up to
18). Concurrently with our work, Poth et al. (2021)
support our findings on the benefits of pre-training
adapters for other tasks.

7 Conclusions

In this work, we improve few-shot learning for
opinion summarization with adapters pre-training
on customer reviews in the end task-specific man-
ner. In this way, the model learns in-domain
specifics, which reduces semantic mistakes in gen-
erated summaries. We show that our approach
leads to more than 2.0 and 1.3 ROUGE-L points
improvement over the entire model’s fine-tuning on
the Amazon and Yelp datasets, respectively. Fur-
ther, we propose a simple method for few-shot
query-based summarization. The queries consist of
aspect keywords reflecting potential user interests.
We create these queries automatically and show
that pre-training is crucial for the end task, signifi-
cantly improving performance. Finally, in human
evaluation, we demonstrate that the query-based
model generates more coherent and less redundant
summaries.
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9 Limitations

In this work, we explicitly focus on multi-
document abstractive opinion summarization.
However, our pre-training self-supervised method
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and fine-tuning techniques can be applied to a
broader set of multi-document summarization do-
mains (e.g., news) and can be considered in the fu-
ture work. Also, while we tested our approach only
with BART, we believe that it would work with
other pre-trained encoder-decoder models, like PE-
GASUS (Zhang et al., 2020).
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10 Appendices

10.1 Human Evaluation Setup
To performed the human evaluation experiments
described in Sec. 4.2, we hired workers with 98%
approval rate, 1000+ HITS, Location: USA and the
maximum score on a qualification test that we had
designed. The test asked if the workers were native
English speakers, and verified that they correctly
understood the instructions of both the best-worst
scaling and content support tasks. We paid the
workers an approximate amount of $12 per hour.

10.2 Best-Worst Scaling Details
We performed human evaluation based on the Ama-
zon test set using the AMT platform. We assigned
3 workers to each tuple containing summaries from
different systems. We showed summaries and
asked to select the best and worst one based on
the criterion presented below.

1. Fluency: the summary sentences should be
grammatically correct, easy to read and under-
stand;

2. Coherence: the summary should be well struc-
tured and well organized;

3. Non-redundancy: there should be no unneces-
sary repetition in the summary.
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GOLD

These transition tights are perfect for children sensitive to the tight sensation other tights have
around the foot. The material is soft and durable; they stand up well to both the rough nature of
children, and the washing machine. This product does tend to run slightly small, so purchasing
one size up is recommended.

FEWSUM

These tights are a great value for the price. The fit is true to size and the quality of the tights is
very good. They are well made and will last a long time. They do run a little on the small side,
so order a size up.

PASS

These soft, breathable tights are great for transitioning from tap to ballet. They fit snugly around
the body and stay in place when worn with ballet shoes. They are well made and well made,
and can last longer than other tights available. The colors are beautiful and will definitely be
purchasing again.

ADASUM (5%) +
L1O

These tights are soft and comfortable and fit well. They are durable and will last a long time.
They can be worn with sandals or flip-flops. They do run small and should be ordered one size
up to avoid squishing toes. The color is beautiful and the material is soft and durable.

ADAQSUM (5%) +
L1O

These tights are soft, comfortable, and durable. The color is beautiful and the fit is perfect for
tap and ballet. They fit well and are durable enough to wear with flip-flops to class. They are
recommended to order one size up if your child is chubby or slim.

REVIEW 1
These are the perfect tights for my 5-year old. The tights are very well made and have already
lasted several washings (hang dry). The color is beautiful, and my daughter loves that she can
wear flip-flops to class like the big girls do.

REVIEW 2
my 3 year old fit into these perfectly. I love these tights, they are great for wearing sandals to
dance class and then pulling them over her toes to put ballet slippers on. They are nice and soft
and the pink color is pretty. Will purchase again.

REVIEW 3
These are my daughters preferred ballet tights. They fit well and don’t squish her toes as much
as some others. The convertible option is nice as she can wear flip flops to the studio with her
tights. I like that they appear to be fairly durable.

REVIEW 4

Bought this for my little one to use for her ballet class. She’s almost 4 and this fits perfectly.
Transition tights give her the ability to pull up the foot area to around the ankles so that they
don’t get dirty when not wearing her shoes, but fit well and stay in place when pulled over her
feet and used with ballet shoes on.

REVIEW 5
Great soft fabric, runs small a though. U should consider getting one size up to avoid having
your daughter, or son if he’s into ballet, have little circulation. Don’t get me wrong, great product
and material.

REVIEW 6
I purchased these tights for my 4 year old because she has a tap class immediately followed by
an acro class. Tights fit well and were easy to transition to bare feet after tap. I can’t comment
on how they hold up, as we only had one week of dance so far.

REVIEW 7

This is my go to tight when my daughter needs new ones. I won’t buy anything else. They are
super comfy and last forever! She is 7 but very slim and these will fit her for a while but the 8-12
is a better fit for longevity purposes but they only had this size left and I needed them right away.

REVIEW 8

These are great tights. If your girl is chubby on the waist i think you should order a number up.
they are a strong tihgts. My daugther has it for more than 4 months and hasn’t broken them. She
only complains some days about the waist, just when she has had a lot of milk or food recently.
she’s 3 years old.

Table 12: Example summaries produced by different systems for an Amazon product. We highlight in bold
keywords that were part of the query for ADAQSUM (5%) + L1O.
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GOLD

The results with this scanner are sporadic at best- there are many problems with the software
drivers and the stringent system requirements that come along with it. It does not work with the
most recent versions of Windows, and the company charges for tech support calls.

FEWSUM

This is a great scanner. It is easy to use and easy to set up. The software that comes with it does
not work with Windows Vista. It would be nice if it was a little more user friendly, but for the
price it can’t be beat.

PASS
The VuPoint Digital Scanner is very user friendly and easy to use. It can scan over 1200 35
mm negatives and about a dozen slides. It takes time and money to get the scanner to fit in the
holders that come with it. The company also charges $10.00 per phone call for tech support.

ADASUM (5%) +
L1O

The VuPoint Digital Scanner is easy to use and does a great job converting negatives to digital
format. However, the software is not compatible with newer versions of Windows. The company
ArcSoft charges $10 per phone call for tech support. Overall, this product is not recommended.

ADAQSUM (5%) +
L1O

The VuPoint Digital Scanner does a great job of converting photo negatives to digital format.
The software is easy to use and easy to install. However, the image bleaches out with too much
light. A replacement unit is required. Overall, this product is recommended.

REVIEW 1

I recently bought this film and slide scanner to scan my grandfather’s slide collection. It bleaches
out the image with too much light. I tried changing the settings to improve the image quality,
but had no luck. The company ArcSoft charges $10.00 per phone call for tech support. You are
better off making the investment on a nicer quality scanner.

REVIEW 2

* * Not Reccommended * * Purchased as a gift in August. Opened a week ago. Spent the last
week trying to get Win Xp to recognise the Vu Point scanner. Many drivers and reloads later all I
have is a little black box with a red light and a message from windows that says ’USB Device
Not Recognised’.

REVIEW 3
I used the VuPoint Digital Scanner to scan over 1,200 35 mm negatives and about a dozen slides
and found this gadget a most user-friendly and efficient tool. I even managed to upload a few
black and white negatives from 1963. I recommend the product highly.

REVIEW 4
While the software was good for Windows XP and Vista, I now have Windows 7 and would like
to have software for the newer operating system. The company prefers to sell other products
rather than update their software. I can’t see recommending this product in today’s market.

REVIEW 5
While most equipment will work with more modern versions of Windows than were available
when manufactured this is not true with this scanner. Requires Windows XP means it won’t work
with earlier OR LATER. Its on its way back for a refund.

REVIEW 6

I found the VuPoint scanner not acceptable and I am still waiting for a replacement. My contacts
with VuPoint were helpful but the equipment still did not produce acceptable images. My contact
with the seller has been sporadic, at best, and a replacement unit has not been delivered.I an NOT
anxious to deal with these providers again.

REVIEW 7
Product is very easy to use. Does a great job converting my slide and photo negatives to digital
format. Touch-up and enhance program gave me just what I needed to clean up and enhance
some of the scans, Company was great to work with!!

REVIEW 8
Its not worth the time it takes to get the negative to fit in the holders they give you. I’d much
rather buy a hp flat bed scanner that lets you see the final photo image and not just an image of
the negative. It takes to much time and isn’t worth the money.

Table 13: Example summaries produced by different systems for an Amazon product. We highlight in bold
keywords that were part of the query for ADAQSUM (5%) + L1O.
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